
 

 
 
 
  
 

 

Construction around the North Lake area is progressing well, including for 
the Murdoch Drive bridge over Farrington Road.

Construction progress 

Bridge deck in place over Farrington Road 

The past few months have focused on placing 
the bridge beams, construction of the bridge 
deck involving steel fixing and concreting, as 
well as installation of barriers.  

Now that major works on the bridge structure 
are complete, construction of the realigned 
section of Murdoch Drive north of Farrington 
Road is underway. 

Extending Murdoch Drive 

Traffic management remains in place on 
Murdoch Drive to allow safe construction of the 
future road layout.  

The contra-flow traffic lanes were realigned to 
the west last month to provide space for 
construction of the realigned southbound 
Murdoch Drive carriageway, as well as 
construction of the new Bramanti Road and 
Murdoch Drive intersection. 

The patience and understanding from the 
community during temporary traffic changes is 
very much appreciated. 

Local access improvements 

A new access to the Spanish Club and Murdoch 
Pines golf driving range from Farrington Road 
immediately west of Allendale Entrance in 
Murdoch Chase is now open and the former 
access from Hope Road and Baker Court is 
closed.  

A U-turn facility for Farrington Road westbound 
traffic (east of Bibra Drive) has also been 
opened. 

 

What’s coming up? 

Activities planned for the ‘Murdoch University 
Triangle’: 

 Road construction involving pavement 
construction, kerbing, permanent traffic 
barrier installation, street light installation, 
signage installation and asphalting 

 Traffic changes on Farrington Road, 
Murdoch Drive and Bramanti Road 

 Painting of the Murdoch Drive bridge over 
Farrington Road 

 Path construction 

 Construction of the final leg of the Bibra 
Drive roundabout in the ‘Western Triangle’ 

We will continue to carry out most of our work 
during normal working hours i.e. Monday to 
Saturday between 7am and 7pm. There will also 
be the need for some out of hours works when 
working near live traffic and to mitigate 
inclement weather. 
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Construction update 

Murdoch Drive bridge being constructed over Farrington 
Road, looking north (August 2019) 



 

  

 

Pavement construction 

Pavement construction requires material such 
as crushed limestone to be placed and 
compacted. This activity involves the use of 
rollers, which may result in some vibration.   

The work is being undertaken in accordance 
with established guidelines and practices in 
Australia, which prescribe limits for vibration.  

To help minimise the effect of construction 
vibration, a range of measures are being 
implemented, including: 

 operating equipment on the lowest 

effective vibration setting  

 maintaining low speed limits for 

construction trucks and machinery 

 maintaining equipment to minimise 

vibration 

 selecting appropriate machinery and 

equipment for project works 

 placing vibration monitoring equipment to 

monitor vibrations levels to ensure they do 

not exceed compliance limits 

 providing advanced notice to residents of 

any activities which may create 

excessively noticeable vibration and the 

expected duration of the activity. 

Once pavement construction is ready for 
asphalt, a prime product is placed on the 
surface. This product is not harmful to health but 
can smell to some people like diesel. If wind 
levels are low, the smell may linger. We apply 
the least amount of this product as possible to 
minimise potential discomfort. 

Asphalting occurs after pavement construction. 

Odour and vibration can also be noticed when 

this activity is taking place.  

Should you have any queries or concerns 

about construction, please don’t hesitate to 

contact the team. 

 

Contact us 

Thank you for your support and patience as we 
deliver the project. If you have any questions or 
concerns please call us on 138 138 or email 

enquiries@mainroads.wa.gov.au  

For more information, visit 
https://project.mainroads.wa.gov.au/home 

General work locations indicated on an aerial photograph. 
Murdoch University Triangle show in green, Western 
Triangle shown in orange and Interchange & Freeway 
shown in blue. 
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